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1. 

2. 

2.1 

INTRODUCTION 

A calculation of the performance of a full target, 

reflector and moderator (TRAM) assembly corresponding 

closely to the current design to be installed, has recently 

been completed [l]. In this paper, a selection of some of 

the results of a more general nature are presented; those 

concerning the performance of SNS are included elsewhere 

in these proceedings [2]. 

THE EFFECT OF FISSION 

The calculational model used for fission has been described 

elsewhere [3]; essentially it only makes a distinction of 

detail between fission induced by particles in the hundreds 

of MeV region compared to, for example, that induced by MeV 

neutrons. For this section we look at processes in the 

isolated target Uranium; numbers are normalised to per 

proton incident at the target. 

Neutron Production. An approximate account of the energy 

interchange in the high energy cascade is shown in Table I; 

quantities underlined are 'known' from analysis of the 

particle transport whilst the rest are deduced; 'Particle' 

energies include a value of 7.5 MeV/nucleon for separation 

energy. 

There are 21.4 neutrons of energy (15 MeV released, which 

account for -30% of the incident proton's Kinetic energy. 

The entries on the second line show -35 MeV of 239 MeV 

binding energy released by fission goes to create extra 

neutrons (-3 extra). 
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Notes (a) escapes from surface of target and includes 
7.5 t&V/ nucleon separation energy. 

(b) Sscapes from rrucleus and includes 7.5 MeV/nucleon 
separation eoergy. 

Roughly 15 neutrons are evaporated from fission fragments 

due to the transfer of primary excitation energy from the 

intranuclear cascade. Evaporation from the lighter mass 

fission fragments leads to a harder neutron spectrum; 

Fig 1 shows the average Kinetic energy for neutrons 

evaporated as a function of excitation energy, from masses 

typical of Uranium interactions. The harder evaporation 

spectrum will lead to increased fissions induced by these 

neutrons in transport to the surface of the target; the 

neutron induced fission cross section for 23RU is 

shown in Fig 2. 
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Fig 1 The average Kinetic Energy for neutrons evaporated 
from mass 238,140,119 and 98 AMU nuclei, as a 
function of excitation minus separation energy. 

That is: High energy particle induced fissions increase 

neutron production by two distinct processes; (i) The 

transfer of binding to nuclear excitation energy and hence 

extra neutron evaporation (ii) an increase of evaporation- 

neutron induced fissions, because of the harder spectrum 

from the lighter mass of the fission fragments. 

The mean energy for sub-15 MeV neutrons produced in the 

cascade is 3.6 MeV, whilst that of the neutrons escaping 

the surface of the target is -2 MeV. The high energy end 

of the neutron spectrum will be responsible for inducing 

fissions and productive (n, xn) reactions, but will induce 

lower nuclear excitation energies than for instance high 

energy fissions and consequently (see Fig 1) have a lower 

average Kinetic energy. 

The surface escape neutron intensity is 24.7: The extra 

3.3 neutrons come from the balance of 5.5 neutrons created 

NEUTRON KINETIC ENERGY IMevl 

Fig 2 The cross-section for 238 U (n,xnfJ as a function 
of incident neutron energy. 

in 1.8 fissions, 0.7 neutrons created in (n, xn) reactions 

and 1.1 neutrons absorbed. It is estimated that 80% of 

these escape neutrons come from fission events. 

2.2 Energy deposition. In table I roughly 2/3 of the energy 

deposition in the high energy cascade comes from ionisation 

10~s (primary protons and secondary charged particles). 

The majority of the binding energy released in fission is 

taken by recoil of the fission fragments under their mutual 

couloub repulsion. The 21.4 neutrons released are 

accompanied by an energy deposition of 650 MeV 

(i.e. 30 MeVjneutron). 

Neutron transport from production point to target surface 

leads to a further deposition of 330 MeV, almost all of 

which comes from fission fragment recoil. This 

energy is deposited in creating an extra 3.3 neutrons, 

that is, -100 MeV/extra neutron. This component of the 

energy deposition leads to a strong variation of energy 

deposition wirh rarger: size [e.g. a i0 x iO x 3; cm' soiid 

Uranium block gave 740 MeV in releasing 25.4 neutrons for 

the high energy cascade, and 590 MeV during neutron 

transport with the creation of an extra 5 neutrons]. 
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For energy sources, the contribution of "Binding Energy 

(other sources)" is from reactions like lOB(n,a)TLi 

in the decoupler. The dominance of energy deposition in 

the target is clearly seen. The extension of t+*e high 

energy cascade into the full system makes significant 

contributions to energy depositions in the components 

outside the target. e.g. Just over half the energy 

deposited in the reflector. 

There is also some extra low energy neutron production 

[equivalent to 1.7 neutrons/proton]. The presence of 

material also causes neutrons to be reflected back 

to the target Uranium; these induce further 238~1 fissions 

and lead to an -4% increase in the prompt target energy 

deposition; these also cause a roughly 3-fold 

increase in radiative capture. Radiative capture is 

responsible for -25% of the total target activity. Target 

activity,varies with irradiation time but typically lies in 

the regiOl*'20 + 30 Bq/prdton, with the associated decay 

power giving another 4% contribution to the total thermal 

load. 
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